Enhancement of brain tumors in 0.23-T low-field MRI: comparison of edema attenuated inversion recovery (EDAIR) sequences with T1-weighted sequence.
The aim of this study is to explore whether edema attenuated inversion recovery (EDAIR) sequences could be used to improve tumor contrast in contrast-enhanced low-field 0.23-Tesla magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using 0.1 mmol/kg of gadolinium-based contrast agent. Ten patients with brain tumors were examined by using the following contrast-enhanced sequences: T1-weighted spin echo, EDAIR with inversion time (TI) of 600 milliseconds, and EDAIR with TI of 800 milliseconds. Images were assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Results suggest that tumor contrast enhancement in low-field MRI can be improved without increasing contrast agent dose. EDAIR 600 appears to be optimal in most cases. This inversion recovery sequence could be applicable as an additional sequence in the imaging of metastases in low-field MRI, as well as imaging of any other enhancing brain tumors or lesions in low-field MRI.